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on The Liberal Education of Children, The Right Method
of Study, and Courteous Manners in Boys, which are almost
modern in some of their recommendations.
The development of the " gymnasium." — It can be
seen what a profound effect the humanists trained in
Hieronymian schools had upon the Teutonic universities
and other educational institutions. But there sprang up
another type of school known as the gymnasium, which
was an even more typical and lasting institutional develop-
ment of the Northern Renaissance. Such institutions
grew gradually out of the old cathedral and upper burgher
schools. They seem to have received their first definite
shaping from Melanchthon (1497-1560), who was re-
quested by the Elector of Saxony in 1528 to organize
"Latin schools'7 in his state. Melanchthon planned
work in Latin and religion for each grade, but neither
Greek nor Hebrew as yet appeared in the course.
While these Latin schools constituted an initial step, the
fixing of the type and the first use of the term "gym-
nasium" are found in 1538 in the case of the classical
school organized by Johann Sturm (1507-1589) at Strass-
burg. Here was worked out a course of ten classes,
upon which the pupils entered at six or seven years of age.
The aim of this training Sturm held to be " piety, knowl-
edge, eloquence/7 meaning by the last an ability to speak
and write Latin readily. For "piety," the catechism was
studied in German for three years, and in Latin for three
years longer. To secure "knowledge7' and "eloquence,"
Latin grammar was begun immediately and the drill
continued for four years, during which the pupil passed
gradually from memorizing lists of words used in everyday
life and reading dialogues that embodied them, to the
translation of Cicero and the easier Latin poets. In the

